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For immediate release
“QUATTROELLE”
The new Luerssen designed by Nuvolari‐Lenard
Nuvolari Lenard is proud to announce the “splash‐down”of their latest design: the 86
mt. M/Y “Quattroelle” built by Luerssen.
This large yacht is one of our most detailed designs ever, where we defined by scratch
its exterior style and its interior and all the details of its hardware.
Knowing very well and since long time his owner, allowed us to tailor design this yacht
following precisely his personality and I have no doubt that he will recognize himself
when looking to this ship.

Quattroelle infact is a ship . Nothing against the yachts off course but we styled out
the vessel keeping in mind two things: we wanted a true piece of italian design ,
therefore agressive, streamlined and elegant as we imagined our new yacht should
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look, but we wanted to match his external architecture with the timeless heritage and
the expression of best engineering that a german vessel built by Luerssen must have.
Lines are therefore always concluded, nor superstructure nor hull shapes are
prevailing : they logically match.
One good exaple is the tridimensional shape of the sheerline amidship: is enhancing
the “power” of the hull but at the sametime is introducing a styling detail of the
superstructure.

The “core” of the daylife will be the upper aft deck wich brings a notable layout: the
deck can be quickly enclosed by sliding and pivoting glass panels. The result is a very
flexible space that fits either the mediterranean climate in the all open situation or the
more chilled situations the yacht may experience up north.
To be noticed the extremely large foredeck, and the adiacent owner’s “terrazza”. And
the large pool located on the above deck.
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The interior has been designed keeping in mind the request of having wood as
dominant material but not necessarily a “classic” interior. The modern approach , with
original design elements, prevails on the classicism wich is only a starting point wich
we “used” to develop the style. The materials are rich , the finishing is sophisticated
but never excessive or vulgar.
We designed a lot of details expressely designed for this yacht as the Murano Glass
chandelier above dining or the bronze railing of the main lobby stair : a true piece of
art in its perfect execution.

Everything has been designed on this yacht: we developed uniforms as well and off
course designed the two large tenders : a classic limotender and a sleek walkaround,
based on the same hull and engineering , so they can be stored on both sides of the
yacht on same cradles and share same engine parts.
Italy, September 2012.

Please download hi res images at: http://we.tl/ClJ5bJ15ia
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